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Questions for a comparative anatomical 
knowledgebase

•  What do we know about phenotypic variation for 
a given anatomical feature?

•  What do we know about the phenotype of a 
given taxon?

•  What sister taxa vary from each other in same 
way that a given genetic mutant varies from wild 
type?



Toward computable phenotypes

•  Hard-code detailed semantics into a database 
application

•  Capture expert knowledge in ontologies and let 
the computer do generic logical reasoning





Informatics requirements for application 
to clade X

•  Ontologies
  Entities: X Anatomy Ontology

  Qualities: Phenotype and Trait Ontology (PATO)
  Taxonomy: X taxonomy ontology

•  Curation tool: Phenex
  Mutant phenotypes from zebrafish (14K in ZFIN)

  Cypriniform “evolutionary phenotypes” from the literature

•  Ontology-driven database: OBD
  With a user interface tailored for evolutionary queries
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Phenex data curation software

•  Separates ontology curation from data curation
•  User interface

  Displays original character matrix-style assignments
  Guides user to select appropriate ontology terms for EQ 

annotations
  Incorporates references to literature and specimens

•  Technical features
  Loads current ontologies at startup
  Generates NeXML files that can be easily loaded into the 

database
  Platform independent 
  Open-source code base





<state id="da8b85c2-e88e-4777-bfcb-e5daab15d829" 
label="ectopterygoid attached to the ventrolateral border of 
vomer by means of a sheath of connective tissue" symbol="0">

    <dict>
      <key>OBO_phenotype</key>
      <any>
        <phen:phenotype>
          <phen:phenotype_character>
            <phen:description/>
            <phen:bearer>
              <phen:typeref about="TAO:0000656"/>
            </phen:bearer>
            <phen:quality>
              <phen:typeref about="PATO:0001667"/>
              <phen:related_entity>
                <phen:typeref about="TAO:0000308"/>
              </phen:related_entity>
            </phen:quality>
          </phen:phenotype_character>
        </phen:phenotype>
      </any>
    </dict>
  </state>



The Phenoscape database

•  Based on the Open Biomedical Database (OBD) 
model
  Developed by Chris Mungall

•  Generic (ie organism-agnostic)
•  Represents both the ontologies and data 

annotations
•  Exploits logical structure of the ontologies

  Querying annotations of “dermal bone” will return 
annotations of “ectopterygoid”



Nodes
node_id ontology term label
548 PATO:0000462 "absent from organism"
10373 TTO:1001979 "Danio rerio”
16249 TTO:101040 "Danio"
53 

OBO_REL:part_of "part_of"
77 OBO_REL:is_a "is_a”
48988 PHENOSCAPE:exhibits "exhibits”

Links
node_id predicate  node_id
10373 77  16249  
--> "Danio rerio is_a Danio"

10373 48988  109224  
--> "Danio rerio exhibits absence in a process which is 
part of infraorbital 1”



User interface

•  Search for anatomical entity
  What do we know about phenotypic variation for a 

given anatomical feature?

•  Search for taxon
  What do we know about the phenotype of a given 

taxon?

•  Search for gene
  What sister taxa vary from each other in same way 

that a given genetic mutant varies from wild type?
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